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Abstract: This paper aims to explore the dissemination value of CCTV's cultural programs in Southeast Asia. Firstly, we will analyze the audience situation of these cultural programs in Southeast Asia, and then focus on studying the degree of recognition of Chinese culture among Chinese in Malaysia and Singapore. Next, we will explore the significance and value of these cultural programs in the dissemination of Southeast Asian countries. Finally, by analyzing the conclusions obtained, we will summarize the dissemination value of television cultural programs in Southeast Asia.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Research Background

The Southeast Asian region has diverse cultural backgrounds and complex historical origins. As one of the densely populated regions in the world, the cultural dissemination in Southeast Asia is of great significance. As the main media organization in China, CCTV's television cultural programs have a wide influence both domestically and internationally. However, research on the dissemination value of CCTV's cultural programs in Southeast Asia is relatively limited. Therefore, this paper aims to explore this issue in depth, focusing on the audience of these cultural programs in Southeast Asia, the identification of Chinese culture in Malaysia and Singapore, and the significance and value of cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries.

1.2. Research Purpose and Significance

The purpose of this study is to explore the impact and value of CCTV cultural programs on audiences in Southeast Asia by analyzing their dissemination in the region. This is of great significance for further deepening cultural exchanges in the Middle East, enhancing the recognition of Chinese culture in Southeast Asia, and promoting cultural cooperation between Southeast Asia and China.

1.3. Research Methods and Framework

This study will use methods such as literature research, case analysis, and survey questionnaires for comprehensive analysis. Firstly, through literature research, summarize and summarize the dissemination situation and related research results of CCTV's cultural programs in Southeast Asia. Then, through case analysis, Malaysia and Singapore were selected as key research objects to explore the level of Chinese cultural identity and the impact of television cultural programs on them. Finally, collect audience opinions and feedback through a survey questionnaire to analyze the significance and value of television cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries.

2. Audience of CCTV's Cultural Programs in Southeast Asia

2.1. Cultural Inheritance and Changes in Southeast Asia

Southeast Asia is a multi-ethnic and multicultural region with rich and diverse cultural traditions and historical origins. Due to historical reasons, the culture of Southeast Asia has shown differences and characteristics among different countries and regions. However, with the development of globalization and the strengthening of information exchange, the culture of Southeast Asia is facing modernization and the impact of foreign cultures. In this context, protecting and inheriting local culture has become particularly important.

2.2. Current Situation and Trends of TV Program Communication

As a mainstream media, television plays an important role in cultural dissemination. In Southeast Asia, television remains an important way for people to access information and entertainment. With the advancement of technology and the rise of digital media, the dissemination forms of television programs are also changing, such as through various channels such as satellite, cable TV, and the internet. This provides broader space and opportunities for the dissemination of CCTV's cultural programs in Southeast Asia.

2.3. The Current Situation of the Communication of CCTV Television Cultural Programs in Southeast Asia

CCTV is one of the most influential television media in China, and its television cultural programs have also received attention in Southeast Asia. The cultural programs of CCTV include historical documentaries, cultural and artistic programs, traditional opera performances, etc., covering rich Chinese cultural content. These programs have attracted many viewers from Southeast Asia with their excellent production and unique perspectives.

The dissemination of CCTV cultural programs in Southeast Asia is diverse, including through satellite television, cable television, and the internet platforms. The popularization of satellite and cable television has enabled CCTV's programs to
cover a wider range of regions and audience groups. At the same time, the rapid development of the Internet has also provided more options for the dissemination of these programs, allowing viewers to watch program content through online video platforms and social media channels.

However, there are also some challenges in the dissemination of CCTV's cultural programs in Southeast Asia. Firstly, language and cultural differences may limit the audience's understanding and acceptance of program content. Although CCTV programs usually have subtitles or translations, there are still issues with translation quality and communication effectiveness. Therefore, in order to better adapt to the audience in Southeast Asia, it is necessary to strengthen the localization of the program, including appropriate adjustments to the program content, translation, and dubbing work, to ensure that the audience can better understand and appreciate the program.

Secondly, the television market in Southeast Asia is fiercely competitive, and television programs from other countries and regions are also competing for audience attention. In such an environment, CCTV needs to continuously improve the quality and innovation of its programs to attract audience attention and support. In addition, conducting research on the needs and tastes of audiences in Southeast Asia and customizing more attractive program content based on their preferences and interests can better win the favor of audiences.

In addition, with the advent of the new media era, audience viewing habits are also changing. More and more viewers are inclined to use mobile devices to watch programs and obtain content through internet platforms and social media. Therefore, CCTV needs to actively explore new media communication channels, integrate program content with the Internet, provide diverse viewing methods and interactive experiences, and meet the diverse needs of audiences.

Overall, CCTV's television cultural programs have a wide audience in Southeast Asia and are disseminated through various channels and forms. However, in order to improve the effectiveness and value of communication, it is necessary to overcome the challenges of language and cultural differences, strengthen the localization of programs, continuously improve the quality and innovation of programs, and actively explore new media communication channels to adapt to the changing needs of audiences. In this way, CCTV's television cultural programs will better meet the needs of audiences in Southeast Asia, promote cultural exchanges in the Middle East, and promote friendly cooperation between the two regions.

3. Identity of Chinese Culture in Malaysia and Singapore

3.1. Chinese communities in Malaysia and Singapore

Malaysia and Singapore are two important countries in Southeast Asia, both of which have a large group of Chinese people. These Chinese communities have experienced immigration and settlement in history, and have preserved rich Chinese cultural traditions. Especially the Chinese people in Malaysia and Singapore have obvious Chinese cultural characteristics in terms of language, religion, customs, and diet.

3.2. The impact of CCTV's cultural programs on the Chinese community

The cultural programs of CCTV have had a positive impact on the Chinese community in Malaysia and Singapore by showcasing traditional Chinese culture, history, art, and other aspects. These programs help the Chinese community gain a deeper understanding and identification with Chinese culture, deepening their emotional identification and sense of pride towards Chinese culture.

Firstly, CCTV's cultural programs stimulate the interest and recognition of Chinese modern culture in Malaysia and Singapore by showcasing China's achievements and development in modern culture, such as Chinese movies, music, fashion, etc. By watching these programs, the Chinese community understands China's progress in the fields of economy, technology, and culture, and feels the close connection and possibility of common development with China.

Secondly, these programs provide opportunities for Chinese in Malaysia and Singapore to understand contemporary Chinese society and people's lives. By showcasing the customs, social life, and people's stories of different regions in China, these programs bring the Chinese community closer to China and enhance their understanding and emotional identification with the Chinese people.

In summary, CCTV's television cultural programs have a positive impact on the Chinese community in Malaysia and Singapore. By showcasing China's traditional and modern cultural achievements, these programs help the Chinese community gain a deeper understanding and identification with Chinese culture, enhancing their emotional identification and sense of pride towards China. At the same time, these programs have also stimulated the interest and identification of the Chinese community in modern Chinese culture, promoting the inheritance and development of Chinese culture in Malaysia and Singapore.

However, in order to further enhance the influence of CCTV's cultural programs on the Chinese community, some problems and challenges still need to be addressed. Firstly, with the rise of new media, the way viewers access information and entertainment has changed, and the number of traditional television viewers may decrease. CCTV needs to actively respond to this change by integrating new media platforms, such as online video and social media, to promote program content to more Chinese audiences.

Secondly, language and cultural differences remain a challenge. Although CCTV programs are usually accompanied by subtitles or translations, some viewers may still be unable to fully understand the program content due to language barriers. Therefore, CCTV can consider further improving translation quality and providing more localized services to ensure that viewers can better understand and appreciate the program.

Finally, CCTV needs to continuously improve the quality
and innovation of its programs to attract more viewers. In the competitive environment of numerous television programs, only through continuous innovation, providing unique content, and excellent production can we win the attention and support of the audience.

Overall, CCTV’s cultural programs have a significant impact on the Chinese community in Malaysia and Singapore. By showcasing China's traditional and modern cultural achievements, these programs deepen the understanding and identification of Chinese culture among the Chinese community, and enhance their emotional identification and sense of pride towards China. At the same time, CCTV also needs to face challenges such as changes in the new media era and language and cultural differences, continuously improve program quality and innovation, in order to better meet the needs of Chinese audiences and promote the dissemination and development of Chinese culture in Malaysia and Singapore.

4. The Significance and Value of Cultural Programs in Southeast Asian Countries

4.1. The importance of cultural exchange and dissemination

Cultural exchange and dissemination play an important role in international relations. The dissemination of cultural programs can not only promote mutual understanding and exchange between different countries and regions, but also promote the protection and development of cultural diversity. Especially in Southeast Asia, a multi-ethnic and multicultural region, cultural exchange has special significance in enhancing friendship and promoting cooperation between countries.

4.2. The significance of dissemination of CCTV cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries

The dissemination of CCTV’s cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries is of great significance. Firstly, these programs showcase China's rich cultural heritage and traditional values, deepening Southeast Asian audiences' understanding and understanding of Chinese culture. By watching these programs, audiences from Southeast Asian countries can better understand China’s history, art, and ideology, promoting the exchange and integration of Middle Eastern culture.

Secondly, the dissemination of CCTV’s cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries also helps to promote cultural exchange and cooperation between regions. By demonstrating the essence of Chinese culture, these programs provide Southeast Asian countries with opportunities to learn and share their Cultural resource management and the development of cooperation projects. This cultural exchange is not only conducive to enriching the cultural connotations of Southeast Asian countries, but also to promoting friendly cooperation and development between regions.

4.3. The dissemination value of cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries

The dissemination of CCTV cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries has important value. Firstly, these programs provide Southeast Asian audiences with a window to understand Chinese culture, enriching their cultural perspectives and knowledge reserves. By watching these programs, Southeast Asian audiences can better understand and appreciate the uniqueness of Chinese culture, and enhance their identification and respect for China.

Secondly, the spread of cultural programs helps to carry forward the influence of Chinese culture. By showcasing China's cultural achievements and traditional values, these programs convey China's cultural image and spiritual connotations to audiences around the world. Especially in a multicultural region like Southeast Asia, CCTV’s cultural programs not only promote Chinese culture, but also promote the diversity and inclusiveness of Middle Eastern culture through the dissemination of cultural programs. By showcasing China's cultural diversity and local characteristics, these programs provide Southeast Asian audiences with an opportunity to understand the cultural differences and characteristics of various parts of China. This display of cultural diversity helps to enrich the cultural connotations of Southeast Asia, promote mutual learning and cooperation among countries, and strengthen regional cultural exchange and cooperation.

In addition, the dissemination of cultural programs can also promote the development of the tourism industry. By showcasing the natural scenery, historical sites, and cultural landscapes of various parts of China, these programs have stimulated Southeast Asian audiences’ interest and desire for Chinese tourism. This not only helps to increase the visibility and attractiveness of Chinese tourism, but also promotes cooperation and development in the tourism industry, driving economic growth and job creation.

Overall, the dissemination of CCTV’s cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries is of great significance and value. By showcasing China’s rich cultural heritage and traditional values, these programs have promoted Southeast Asian audiences’ understanding and understanding of Chinese culture, deepening cultural exchanges and cooperation between regions. At the same time, these programs also help enrich the cultural connotations of Southeast Asian countries, promote the influence of Chinese culture, and promote friendly cooperation and development in the region. Through the dissemination of cultural programs, CCTV has opened a window for Southeast Asian audiences to understand Chinese culture, enriched their cultural perspectives, and promoted the diversity and inclusiveness of Middle Eastern culture.

5. Conclusion

5.1. Understanding and Audience of CCTV's Cultural Programs in Southeast Asia

According to research results, CCTV’s cultural programs have a wide audience range in Southeast Asia, covering audiences of different ages, genders, and professional backgrounds. These programs have received high attention and recognition in Southeast Asia.

5.2. Chinese Identity and Influence on Chinese Culture in Malaysia and Singapore

Chinese people in Malaysia and Singapore have a deep sense of identification with Chinese culture. The television cultural programs of CCTV effectively enhance the identification of these Chinese people with Chinese culture by showcasing traditional Chinese culture, history, art, and other
aspects, and play a positive role in promoting their cultural inheritance.

5.3. The significance and value of television cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries

The dissemination of television cultural programs in Southeast Asian countries is of great significance. Firstly, they have promoted cultural exchanges in the Middle East and cultural cooperation between Southeast Asia and China. Secondly, these programs have enlightening and educational effects on audiences in Southeast Asia, helping to broaden their horizons and enhance their understanding of Chinese culture. In addition, television cultural programs can also promote the development of the tourism industry and attract more tourists to visit and study in China.

5.4. Summary and Outlook

This study analyzes the dissemination value of CCTV's cultural programs in Southeast Asia and draws the following conclusion: CCTV's cultural programs have a wide audience in Southeast Asia, especially the Chinese community in Malaysia and Singapore who have a deep identification with Chinese culture.
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